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Villa Kali

E L E M E N TA L L A N G U A G E
BY PHOEBE LIU
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Set on the beautiful Lebanese coastline at Mounsef, Villa Kali makes the most of
its stunning beachfront location by maximising sight lines to the ocean

Villa Kali’s overlapping levels are inspired by the nearby
rock formations, while the overall design refers to the
layout of traditional Lebanese homes, where rooms are
grouped around a courtyard
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The extensive lounge can be opened to the elements by means of sliding glass doors
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“THE TOPOGRAPHY AND THE ROCK
FORMATIONS OF THE COASTLINE
CONTINUE WITHIN THE HOUSE”
Photo. Marwan Harmouche

D

sea and the sound of waves crashing endlessly onto the shore.
“The process of designing, constructing and inhabiting
the house was exciting for us all: architects and owners,” says
architect Karim Nader, founder of Karim Nader Studio. “As
designers, we responded to our clients’ request for a lightfilled beach house that would be spacious enough to
accommodate large parties and gatherings. We experimented
[with] a surprising interplay of interior and exterior space,
taking full advantage of the site and topography. The
residents very much enjoyed following the entire homebuilding process and are now taking full advantage of their
elegant yet exuberant home, built for entertaining large
groups of friends.”

esigned by Blankpage Architects and Karim
Nader Studio, Villa Kali is set on the coast of
Lebanon in the town of Mounsef, just north of
Beirut. The site, with its sweeping views of the
Mediterranean Sea, is close to the historic seaport city of
Byblos, with its twin claims of being one of the oldest
continuously inhabited settlements in the world and one of
the most ancient Phoenician cities.
The architects dedicated nearly four years to completing
this upscale beachfront mansion project. They designed every
single detail of the villa, which reinterprets a variety of the
site’s environmental aspects – the sunshine, the air, the rock
formations of the coastline on which it sits – to embrace the

A suspended terrace above the ground floor facilitates movement between the two wings of the house
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Villa Kali has an area of 2,000sqm and consists of two volumes around a courtyard opening towards the sea

VILLA KALI
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project, are the terrace pool and the courtyard,” says
architect Patrick Mezher, co-founder of Blankpage. “One
continuous glass wall, spanning over 10m, connects the
reception area with the pool, the beach, the shimmering
waters of the Mediterranean Sea and beyond. The
courtyard brings in additional light to the gym on the
ground floor.”
Villa Kali has a total surface area of 2,000sqm and
consists of two volumes opening towards the sea in a
V-shape with connecting bridges. The two side wings
direct people’s gaze towards the Mediterranean through
an ample staircase that leads from the garage to a
reception area, in the very core of the house.

The house, inspired by the nearby rock formations in
its composition of overlapping levels, refers to the layout of
traditional Lebanese homes where rooms are grouped
around a courtyard. The courtyard here opens up
completely towards the sea, the two side volumes set at an
angle that allows them to embrace as wide a horizon as
possible, nature flowing through them.
In this sense, the topography and the rock formations of
the coastline continue within the house; the sea itself is very
much part of this residence as its stratified architectural
elements are open to the ocean breeze.
“The most important lifestyle components of the villa,
which are elevated to the major organising features in the
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The external void revealed by the split of the volumes
reveals a cascading spine with a terraced staircase and
water pools that gently fall down from the entrance level
all the way to the seaside garden via the bridging reception
area. The glazing system in the reception can slide away
completely, creating a cross-ventilated outdoor covered
space that can be inhabited across seasons in the
pleasantness of the shade.
The architectural language of the house, drawing from
the stratification of the nearby rock formations on the
shore, is both graphic and dramatic. The language
articulates a series of superposed horizontal planes, thin
and extending. Each of those planes supports a variety of
functions: a lower public level at once internal and
external, houses the reception areas, gym area and outdoor
pool terraces all the way to the shore.

The two upper levels house several bedrooms with
family living areas on both levels and a spectacular midspace suspended terrace equally open to the back garden
and the horizon on the sea side. The final layer of this
horizontal composition extends the circulation all the
way to the roofs in the form of suspended gardens and
outdoor terraces.
“The openness to the surrounding landscape was very
important for our clients. They wanted a minimal level of
obstruction between themselves and the environment,”
says architect Walid Ghantous, co-founder of Blankpage.
“We responded to their requests with an open-plan
arrangement for the house, with spaces that capitalise on
views, sunlight, and wind exposure. You can smell the
salt-kissed breeze passing through the rooms.”
blankpagearch.com
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The villa’s garden roof – with spectacular views – completes the composition, and is another nod to its natural surroundings

